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Gábor Takács, A First Look at O.V. Stolbova’s „Chadic Etymological 
Dictionary” (2014)

In the vast, still mostly unexplored field of reconstructing the historical 
phonologies of the Afro-Asiatic branches (Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, Cushitic, 
Omotic, and Chadic), the sixth branch poses probably the most difficult task: the 
quantity (around 170) and the diversity of the Chadic daughter languages is all too 
enormous to overcome. Chadic was only integrated in Afro-Asiatic comparative 
research in the second half of the 20th century thanks to J.H. Greenberg (1955; 
1958; 1963; 1965). In the second half of the 20th century, only very few scholars, 
actually just four (!), namely V.M. Illič-Svityč (1966), P. Newman (1966 jointly 
with R. Ma; 1977), O.V. Stolbova (since the 1970s), and H. Jungraithmayr 
(1981 jointly with K. Shimizu; 1994 jointly with D. Ibriszimow), had devoted 
themselves to elaborating the Common Chadic Lautgeschichte. 

O.V. Stolbova’s first attempt at surveying the Chadic historical phonology 
(1996) was followed by the multi-volume Chadic Lexical Database (CLD I–IV), 
so far the most comprehensive collection of Chadic roots, from which now she 
extracted those with Afro-Asiatic background for the present volume under 
review. The aim of this book is no more than „to compile a body of Chadic 
roots with reliable Afrasian parallels, which could serve as a constituent part 
of a new Afrasian etymological dictionary” (p. 21) as the author formulated, 
who dedicated her new volume to the memory of her old master in Moscow 
from the late 1960s and early 1970s, late A.B. Dolgopolsky (p. 5),1 one of the 
most original minds of modern Afro-Asiatic comparative linguistic research.

The scope of this review only allows me to outline my first general 
impressions gained at the first reading, leaving a detailed examination of the 
so numerous etymological entries out of the space limitations for another, much 
lengthier review article for later.2 Thus, it has been out of my scope to verify the 
validity of this or that point in Stolbova’s conception of the Chadic Lautgeschichte 
and confront these with mine as such a discussion requires much more room. 
Instead, here, assuming that the author’s system is correct and works, I have 
been focusing to check out how, by what means she brought about what she 
had conceived. 

Exceptionally, I have to begin with the strange, not at all reader-friendly 
outer form of Stolbova’s work that the reader has to penetrate for grasping the 
point. One needs vading through an unexpected mass of mess before one can 
really conceive the very important contents. All this is due to the author’s habit, 

1 Both scholars, viz. Stolbova and Dolgopolsky, had worked some time ago at the Institute of 
Linguistics (Sector of African Languages) of the Soviet/Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow. For 
more on Dolgopolsky’s person and work, cf., e.g., Shevoroshkin 2002; Takács 2008; 2009 and 2012.

2 A very much shortened version of this article is scheduled to appear in Linguistique & Langues 
Africaines 3 (2018).
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namely that − as we can read on p. 3 in Russian (!) − „Paбoтa пyбликyeтcя 
в aвтopcкoй peдaкции”, i.e., „The present work is published as edited by the 
author”, who has clearly not been able to practise the necessary control. 

The surprises begin already on the book’s covering, where, just like in the 
impressum (p. 3), we find almost all the bibliographical details of the English 
book only in Russian, including the title: „Этимoлoгичecкий cлoвapь чaдcкиx 
языкoв”, which is only translated into English on the inner title page (p. 1). 
Over almost the whole book (up to p. 391), however, almost the whole text 
runs in English and only the meanings of the reconstructed Proto-Chadic roots 
are translated into Russian also. The list of abbreviations (p. 20) is written in 
Russian. The list of abbreviations of grammatical terms (p. 22), in turn, is already 
again in English. A charming culmination of this language mixture is heading 
one of the subtitles (p. 31): „2б. (sic instead of 2b.) Intervocalic position”, 
i.e., Cyrillic numeration + English title ... Then, at the end of the book, the 
abundant and pretty substantial commentaries to the individual etymological 
entries (pp. 392–415) are written exclusively … again in Russian. Noteworthily, 
many places of this Russian text have been corrected manually (!) after the 
printing of the book − presumably, not just in the copy I possess, which may 
have cost the author a rather time-consuming job. But at least she checked the 
Russian part even if after the printing. Finally, the „Contents” (p. 416) are … 
again in English. 

The inexactitude of the author in handling and quoting the various foreign 
forms, as in some former works of her, also here is unfortunately simply 
catastrophic. There are so many orthographical mistakes that my first impression 
was implying the question: has Stolbova or anyone else ever re-read the English 
text?3 Right in the beginning  („Acknowledgements”, p. 4), she misquoted 
4 foreign personal names at a time, namely those of her closest colleagues,4 
and kept this habit manifold further on.5 She has also fundamental problems 
with common foreign words, esp. the German ones.6 How she was quoting even 

3 I am afraid, this might be asked also about her earlier volumes (1996, CLD).
4 Tourneaux (sic: -eaux) for Tourneux (twice on p. 4), Djakonoff (sic: a sort of mixture of 

the Russian form Дьякoнoв = D’jakonov vs. the English version Diakonoff) for either D’jakonov 
or Diakonoff (p. 4,), Václaw (sic: -w for -v) Blažek (p. 4). 

5 E.g., Mwaghawvul (sic: -wv-) for Mwaghavul (p. 7), Wollf (sic: double -ll- and one -f) for 
Wolff (p. 8), D. Inrishimov (sic: -nr-, -sh- and -v, three rude errors in one word!) for D. Ibriszimow 
(p. 9), Würstburg (sic: -rstb-) instead of Würzburg (p. 9), Egguchi (sic: -gg-) for Eguchi (p. 10), Gieder 
(sic: -ie- and -d-) for Giger (p. 11), de Gröter (sic: -ö-) for Gruyter (p. 14), Welbeque (sic: -l- and 
-q- and -e) for Weibegué (p. 18), R. Shuh (sic: Sh- without -c- inbetween) for R. G. Schuh (p. 27), 
G. (sic: G. for J. H.) Greenberg (p. 29), G. Takácz (sic: -cz, p. 46) and G. Takasz (sic: -asz, p. 350, 
fn. 72) for G. Takács. 

6 E.g., Biblioteca (sic: -te- without -h-) for Bibliotheca (p. 11), Gebrochenes (sic, -es) Plurale 
(p. 12), Schrifften (sic: -ff-) for Schriften (p. 13), Examing (sic: -ming) for Examining (p. 14), Frankfurter 
Afrikaniscke (sic: without -sti- and with -sck-) Blätter for Frankfurter Afrikanistische Blätter (p. 16), 
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the year of publication, is sometimes also unreliable.7 Equally puzzling is why 
she allows an inconsequent variation of capitals and small letters in the quoted 
titles.8 That the definite vs. indefinite articles are regularly left out in her English 
text9 may be understood as being due to the strong influence of her Slavonic 
mother tongue and not because of an incomplete English training. It has not 
been my task to collect all these cases, which could be enumerated further on. 
In any case, normally this quantity would be really disturbingly numerous even 
for a philologically less-oriented work. I wonder after all this how one can hope 
for an adequate exactitude in the treatment of linguistic forms.

The chapter on the „Classification of Afrasian Languages” (pp. 22–27) 
has hardly anything new except for some precious comments on the alternative 
names of certain Chadic languages. All the more original looks the chapter 
„Chadic phonological reconstruction”10 (pp. 28–45), where Stolbova follows 
the Lautverschiebungen of the supposed Proto-Chadic consonants into certain 
(but by far not all) daughter languages. Doing so, she has become the third 
researcher in the history of Chadic comparative studies to come up with a new 
system of consonantal reconstruction.11 Unfortunately, this chapter does not fulfil 
certain fundamental expectations. 

First of all, the most serious deficiency is, in my view, that, in spite 
of more than four decades’ of intensive research, focusing solely on Chadic 
consonantism, Stolbova once again failed to establish a comprehensive overview 

trahea (sic: -ah-) for trachea (p. 153, #280), Gerauch (sic: -a- and -ch) for Geräusch (p. 153, #280), 
Inscripten (sic: scr- and -p-) for Inschriften (p. 161, #303), hochfarend (sic: -ar-) for hochfahrend (p. 200, 
#418), rauch o/ä (sic: -ch, o/ä) for rauh o. ä. (p. 200, #418), fisher (sic: -sh-) for French ficher (p. 220, 
#471), beacoup (sic: -eac-) for beaucoup (p. 284, #646), Sonnengot (sic: single -t in the Auslaut) for 
Sonnengott (twice on p. 284, #646), als vierfachen (sic: -n) Teil for vierfacher (p. 284, #646), Gütes 
(sic: -ü-) for Gutes (p. 303, #696).

 7 The „Cpaвнитeльнo-иcтopичecкaя фoнeтикa и cлoвapь зaпaднoчaдcкиx языкoв” dates not 
from 1986 (as on p. 6), but 1987. EDE is often misquoted as TAS (in her abbreviation), i.e., Takács 
2004 (e.g., p. 239, #529; p. 278, #631).

 8 Like „The Proto-Afrasian Farming Lexicon. In: Examing (sic: -ming) the farming language 
dispersal hypothesis” (p. 14) or „A brief note on the Maha Language (sic: L-)” (p. 15), „Dictionnaire 
Pratique (sic) du Musey” (p. 16). The list of abbreviations written in Russian (p. 20) also contains the 
same chaos of initial capitals vs. small letters: aфpaзийcкий, Aккaдcкий (sic: A-), Apaбcкий (sic: A-), 
бepбepcкий, Eгипeтcкий (sic: E-), кyшитcкий, ceмитcкий, чaдcкий. The list of abbreviations of 
grammatical terms (p. 22), in turn, which is already again in English, has all terms beginning with 
small letters except for Caus. (sic: C-) − for some unknown reason.

 9 E.g., „The binary system … preserves in most of Central Chadic languages …” (p. 29); 
„Alternatively, Chadic (sic) root may be cognate with …” (p. 200, #418).

10 So, avoiding capitals after the first word unlike in the preceding chaper title (p. 22).
11 J.H. Greenberg (o.c.) usually worked with the method of „mass comparison” except for his 

masterful study from 1958 demonstrating and proving the regular correspondences of the initial labials 
(b-, p-, f-) in the Chadic and Egyptian roots for the first time in the history of Chadic linguistics, 
whereas V.M. Illič-Svityč (1966) only examined some of the Chadic roots with initial labials, esp. *b-.
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of the Lautverschiebungen in all the groups (let alone the daughter languages) in 
the very detail. Her 2016 survey is nothing but a broader version of her 20 years 
old, very sketchy „Studies in Chadic Comparative Phonology” (1996), extended 
by several exciting details. All in all, however, she failed to accomplish the 
desirable „step-by-step” reconstructions in all the subgroups (p. 28). Stolbova 
herself (p. 46) declared: „the framework of the present project does not include 
reconstructions at the group level …” We will, of course, have no reliable PCh. 
until we have to rely on ad hoc asterisked forms. It is just this book where at 
last the solid bases could have been elaborated. This not being the case here, 
we have to wait for a new and comprehensive treatise.

Secondly, one may definitely miss here an overview and critical evaluation 
of the two other alternative attempts at reconstructing Proto-Chadic consonantism 
by P. Newman (1966 jointly with R. Ma; 1977 alone) and H. Jungraithmayr 
(jointly with D. Ibriszimow, 1994 I xix–xxxii). Just a few hints on Newman’s 
results are scattered in some of the footnotes (e.g., 15, 16) in spite of the 
author’s allegation that „The results acquired in historical (sic) research of 
Chadic phonology and lexicon …12 were taken into account, especially – „sound 
laws”, described in [Nm 13–19]” (pp. 21–22). 

Thirdly, even more disturbing is here the total lack of any reference to two 
most recent (2014) basic tools on the phonological and lexical reconstruction 
of Central Chadic (the subbranch posing perhaps the most serious difficulties) 
by R. Gravina, whose preliminary research results in this domain were well-
known in our field and available also online, who also presented at the Chadic 
gatherings Stolbova also used to attend.13 Why these fundamental results were 
ignored by her, is puzzling. 

Another disappointment of the present historical phonology is that hardly 
any examples are adduced for the suggested consonantal shifts, which diminishes 
the credibility of Stolbova’s model. To check back every single allegation requires 
a comprehensive review. It is only possible here to touch upon just a couple 
of problems ignored by the author. It is hard to agree, e.g., with her allegation 
that „The emphatic dental *ṭ- is practically totally lost in Chadic languages, 
it is only preserved in a small number of roots in WCh 4” (p. 30), i.e., North 
Bauchi. It is a pity that the 3 cases of AS *ṭ- reflecting AA *ṭ- (and not plain 
*t-) escaped Stolbova’s attention (cf. Takács 2005, 51, fn. 6). Another disprovable 
assumption is that „An emphatic velar is registered in some sources on the 
Goemay language (WCh 2). However, according to prof. C. Hoffman (sic: -n) …, 

12 Here, she listed in general works (abbreviated) by authors like Greenberg, Mouchet, 
Jungraithmayr, Hoffmann, Newman, Tourneux, Skinner, Schuh, Gravina, Takács.

13 She only quoted R. Gravina’s wordlists and his 2007 brief pilot presentation on his CCh. 
reconstructions, but ignored his milestone book on Proto-Central Chadic as well as his Central Chadic 
reconstructions online − both from 2014, let alone all other studies by him available online (http://
leidenuniv.academia.edu/RichardGravina).
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these languages (sic) have undergone the following consonant shift: … voiceless 
initials (k and s) have become emphatic” (p. 37), which hardly agrees with the 
convincing evidence of 8 cases of AS *ḳ- < AA *ḳ- (not plain *k-) collected 
by G. Takács (2005, 51–52, fn. 6). I have to disagree also with Stolbova’s 
statement that „The general tendency for loss (sic) of sibilant (sic) affricates 
ended in the *ʒ > *z- change as early as the Proto-Chadic level, while ʒ in 
the languages of the Central (sic: C-) branch is an allophone of *ǯ- before -a-, 
-ə-, -u-.” (p. 31), which is not entirely true, since *ʒ-, albeit it must have been 
a rare phoneme, but must have existed as such in Proto-Chadic, for which some 
years ago I have found a pretty solid piece of evidence, viz. the CCh. reflexes 
(with *ʒ-) of AA *√ʒ(w)– „1. to hit, 2. kill”, also *√ʒgm „shoulder”, *√ʒk „to 
sit” (cf. Takács 2011, 121–123).

The etymological entries from –- to ẑ/ɮ- (pp. 47–391) represent, in fact, 
mostly just a selection from the author’s previous (and forthcoming) CLD 
volumes, which will have to be reviewed and verified in detail separately, not 
here. This corpus, just like CLD, is full of exciting new Chadic and Afro-Asiatic 
etymologies, which cannot be praised enough for making Stolbova, in spite of 
all deficiencies listed above and below, the most productive author of Chadic 
comparative-historical linguistics of all times. In this review, I can only examine 
certain remarkable tendencies. 

First of all, I often miss the punctual quotation of the authentic sources 
in the square brackets for the masses of lexical items. Sometimes, words are 
quoted „second-hand” from collections like JI 1994 („[JgIb]”) or Takács 2004 
(„[TAS]”), which is insufficient. 

The author assumed such a wide range of PCh. root varieties with 
suspiciously similar or same sequences of homorganic consonants and with the 
same basic senses (with just a poor reflection in AA) that I keep wondering: 
are all these forms really not sprung ultimately from the same common source 
(as usually supposed in Chadic studies) and is this strange multiplication but 
the failure of Stolbova’s model? For instance, she declared of her Ch. *hVrVm- 
„crocodile” (p. 172, #332): „According to my understanding, this Ch root cannot 
be considered an integral part of Ch *kVdVm- ’crocodile’. Lenition (sic) of 
two consonants of one and the same root is doubtful”. For her, e.g., ECh.: Lele 
urmo „crocodile”, whose initial Ø- cannot be traced back to PCh. *k- in her 
hypothesis, is more probably a reflex of *hVr-m- with an equally hypothetic 
and hardly explainanble root extension *-m- (arbitrarily segmented by Stolbova), 
which would be rather akin to ECu.: Gollango hár-o „crocodile” [AMS] with 
no C3. The Chadic words for the basic sense „to steal”, in turn, she traced 
back to four distinct PCh. roots, viz. *kVr- (p. 210, #445), *γV(–V)r- (p. 152, 
#278), Ch. *ḥVr- (p. 179, #358), CCh. *ɦVl- (p. 157, #293). The problem is: 
why aren’t there hardly any overlapping reflexes of these diverse „variant” roots 
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in the same daughter languages, i.e., why are the reflexations of the diverse 
varieties mostly complementing one another? 

In some other cases, Stolbova’s etymologies are untenable for phonological 
reasons. Her nowhere attested PCh. **–arnVb- (sic) „hare” (p. 52, #11) is based 
only on Hausa ánnákóó and her assumption that it is a metathesis of **nVbVr- > 
*bVr- everywhere else. Akk. annabu < arnabu proves nothing about Hausa, where 
the author failed to quote any support for *–arnau-k- < *–arna-b-k- (!) with two 
alleged suffixes (*-b- and *-k-) of animal names. I am afraid,  this reamains 
purely a product of imagination with no evidence. Stolbova’s comparison of Ch. 
*čVr- „(to shoot an) arrow” (p. 86, #111) with SCu.: Dahalo tār-o „spear” [EEN] 
is shocking. One can hardly agree with her ill-founded argument that „Dahalo 
t < AA *č happens rather regular (sic)” (ibidem) regarding Ch. Ehret’s (1980, 
168–172) abundant material to SCu. *t, where just the opposite is demonstrated, 
let alone that Ehret (1980, 169, #7) convincingly traced the Dahalo form back 
to SCu. *tār- „to spear, pierce with a weapon”. Ch. *čVw/y- „to fish” (p. 78, 
#87), i.e., *√čw, can evidently have nothing in common with Sem.: Akk. ašāšu 
„to catch (in a net)” [CAD] and NOm.: Yemsa ešš- „to fish” [Lmb.] < *√HSS, 
let alone SCu.: Dahalo ta—-āđ- „to trap” [EEN], in which neither of the radicals 
agree. Ch. *hVw/y/–- „to pour (liquid), flow”, which Stolbova (p. 162, #305) 
linked to Sem. *√hy— „to flow”, can hardly be the etymon for WCh.: Siri hwí 
„rain”, cf. CCh.: Hitkala γàyùkù „Regen” [Lukas 1964, 107] ||| Eg. ḥw.t ~ ḥj.t 
„Regen” (PT-, Wb III 49) ||| Sem.: Ar. ḥayā–- „pluie (rain)” [BK I 523; Lane 
681].14 Ch. *kwV(k)- „(to make) hot, warm” (p. 196, #406) is surprisingly 
combined with Sem.: Ar. √–kk and √—kk instead of the true cognate: Sem. 
*√kwy > *-kwiy- „bruciare (tr.)” [Frz. 1971, 636, #7.58]. Neither Ch. *nVs- „to 
rest” (p. 267, #604) nor Ar. √nws can have anything in common with Sem.: 
Akk. nêšu(m) < ne–āšum < OAkk. na–āśum (√n–3/4?ś) „(auf)leben, genesen” 
[AHW 783]. Stolbova ignored the Semitological research, e.g., W.F. Albright 
(1927, 208), who equated the Akk. root with Ar. na—aša I „relever qqn. qui 
a trébuché ou qui est tombé” [BK II 1294]. All these evidently favour Sem. 
*√n—ŝ, which does not agree with the Ch. root, which, instead, is presumably 
identical with ECu. *nass-/*ness- „to breathe, rest” [Sasse 1979, 23].15 Stolbova’s 
equation of her Ch. *zV–- „to exist, last” (p. 338, #787) with Bed. sā– „sich 
setzen, sitzen, bleiben” [Rn. 1895, 194] = s–(a) „to sit (down)” [Roper 1928, 
229] is doubtful not only semantically, but also because she failed to evidence 
her daring allegation that Bed. „s- regularly reflects AA *ʒ-”.16 In fact, we have 

14 For Eg.-Sem. cf. Ember 1916, 74; ESS §14.a.15 (contra GÄSW 176, #713); Militarev 1987, 
105; Blažek 1989, 205.

15 Although H.-J. Sasse (1979, 59) postulated an ECu. **nafs-/**nefs- with regard to Saho 
-mfes-/-mfis- (prefix verb) [Rn.].

16 Moreover, V. Blažek (2007, 130, §§17–20) demonstrated, on the contrary, that ECu. *z- is 
reflected by Bed. d-, ECu. *-z- by Bed. -y-, whereas Bed. s- and -s- = ECu. *s- and *-s-, resp.
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here two clearly distinct AA roots. The Ch. root was apparently *√ʒw. The Beja 
one, in turn, is the intr. reflex of AA *√s „to set, put” [GT].17 

Semantically unconvincing etymologies also abound. The reflexes of Ch. 
*čVn- „to understand, explain, hear” (!) (p. 90, #124) can be classed, in fact, 
in at least three groups, viz. (1) CCh. *√čn „to hear” → „to understand” vs. 
(2) WCh.: Angas čan „to interpret” vs. (3) WCh.: Mushere čiin „discussion, 
plan”. Only the latter may be akin to Sem. *√ṯnn „to think” and NOm.: Wolayta 
činč- „to be clever” [Lmb.]. Stolbova’s Ch. *čVr- „1. to be clever, 2. surpasser 
(sic: -er)” (p. 85, #110) includes at least two distinct AA roots, one cognate with 
Sem.: Ar. √–tr „se proposer qqch., projecter” [BK] and another one Ar. √–tr 
„surpasser qqn. en qqch.” [BK]. Akk. šurû „to teach, instruct” [CAD] hardly 
belongs here (cf. below). It is a pity that the author adduced no parallels for 
the semantic links between „to be clever(er)” vs. „to generate ideas” (!) vs. „to 
explain, instruct”. Instead of Eg. šsr „Ausspruch, Gedanke” (Wb) add Eg. s33 
„weise sein, verstehen” (PT-, Wb IV 16, 2-6), s3r „klug sein” (NK, Wb IV 18, 
11). This Eg.-Ch. isogloss is to be separated from Ch. *čV(w/–V)r- „(to) plan, 
predict”, which may be akin to Eg. sr „vorhersagen, verkünden” (PT-, Wb IV 
189–190). Stolbova’s PCh. *ɦVy- „to be meaningless, empty, idiot” (p. 154, 
#283) might be better segmented into at least 3 distinct roots: (1) WCh.: Tangale 
gáayi ~ káayi „empty, naked, nothing, vain, useless” [Jng.] may belong rather 
to Sem. *√ḫwy „empty” [GT], whereas (2) PMasa *ḥoy „1. drunken, 2. fool” 
[GT] is identical with ECu.: Gollango ḥayy-ōḍ- „betrunken sein”, ḥayy-āmpakkó 
„Trunkenbold” [AMS 1980, 204],18 from which (3) Masa ḥày „hésiter, être 
embarrassé” [Ctc. 1983, 87] ||| Sem.: Ar. √ḥyy I: ḥayya „2. rougir, avoir honte”, 
X „1. rougir, avoir honte de qqch., 2. ne pas oser faire qqch., par pudeur ou 
réserve” [BK I 522–3] should be separated. Stolbova admitted a cognacy of 
Ch. *hV–/y/w- „to rise, high” (p. 163, #307) with Eg. h3j (misquoted by her as 
„erabsteigen”, sic: er- for her-!), which is out of the question here semantically, 
with the condition „if ” the Eg. -3- < AA *-–-, which is possible, of course as 
the true cognates indicate.19 She perhaps misunderstood German „herabsteigen”, 
the true sense of Eg. h3j (Wb II 472). I am puzzled how Stolbova’s WCh. 
*[ḥ]Vm- „to harvest” (p. 177, #352) can have anything in common with SCu.: 
Iraqw ḥamḥám (misquoted by her as ḥāmḥám) „very much” [MQK 2002, 48].

17 As cognate with Sem.: Hbr. √šwy „1. hinstellen, hinlegen, 2. machen, hervorbringen” [GB 813] 
||| Eg. s.t „Sitz, Wohnsitz, Platz, Stelle” (PT-, Wb IV 1–6) ||| SCu. *sa „in place of” [Ehret 1980, 178] 
||| Ch. *sə „to put” [Newman 1977, 30].

18 As I pointed out elsewhere (Takács 2013, 163).
19 E.g., SCu.: PRift *hu–- „to fall” [GT pace Ehret 1980, 381]. Cf. Mlt.-Stl. 1990, 66, thence 

HSED #1163 and EDE I 145 for further possible cognates from Sem., Brb., WCh. indicating an AA 
root variety *√h(w)y „to fall”. The comparison of Eg. h3j vs. Sem. *√hwy „to fall” has a long history 
(cf. EDE l.c.), but a direct equation is impossible due to Eg. -3- ≠ Sem. *-w-.
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Stolbova sometimes proposes Ch.-AA matches apparently as her new 
ones with no hint on other authors who identified these, in fact, as first, cf., 
e.g., Ch. *cVm- „to swear” (p. 62, #41), whose comparison with Sem.: Akk. 
samnu, where she only referred to her own presentation (Rome, 2014), had long 
been suggested already before that (Takács 2001, 98). As for the equation of 
Ch. *gV(–V)ɮ- „to belch” (p. 143, #250) with Sem. *√g(w)ŝ—/– „to belch” [SED 
I 283–284, #17] = *√gŝ— ~ *√gŝw [GT]: it was long published before, cf. Takács 
2001, 107–108. The Masa reflex of Ch. *ɦVy- „to be meaningless, empty, 
idiot” (p. 154, #283) had already been equated with Sem. *√γwy previously 
by G. Takács (2011, 148–149). 

False comparanda are even more frequent. The author has unfortunately been 
unable to overcome this problem for two decades by now since the HSED, i.e., 
working with nowhere attested forms or meanings and ignoring the ultimate root 
sense of her Sem. or Eg. comparanda. Her Ch. *dVn- „strong, strength” (p. 102, 
#150), e.g., may by no means be akin to Eg. wdn „als König einsetzen, auf 
den Thron setzen” (Wb I 389, 13–14), which is in fact a secondarily developed 
sense of Eg. *√wdn „to place down” > wdn „opfern” (OK-, Wb I 391) ||| 
Sem. *√dn ~ *√tn „to give” [Zbr. 1971, 59, #39, cf. 91, #258].20 Stolbova’s 
comparison of Ch. *čVk- „to pound” (p. 81, #95) with Eg. skj „to pound” (sic) 
fails, since the latter means, in fact, „mahlen” (Wb IV 314, 14), i.e., „to grind”! 
The author is comparing Ch. *čVk- „to throw (a spear), stab (with a spear)” 
(p. 81, #96) with Sem.: Ug. ntk (sic: -k) „Geschoss” [WUS 217, #1876] (putting 
after the meaning „???”, which are not in the quoted source) remarking even 
that „An isolated (sic) Semitic cognate fits (sic) perfectly to Chadic (sic: no 
article) root”, which is more than surprising: first, the Ug. form (misquoted by 
Stolbova) is in fact ntq (with -q), which is, in addition, a variety of Ug. nšq 
„Waffe” [WUS 216, #1867] and „prob(ab)l(y). an allomorph and secondary 
lexicalization of /n-s-k/” (DUL 654). Secondly, it is not isolated, cf. Hbr. nešeq 
„Waffe, Rüstung” as suggested by J. Aistleitner in WUS (quoted by Stolbova!), 
cf. also Akk. nas/šāku „flach hinwerfen” [AHW 752] as suggested by G. Olmo 
Lete in DUL. By the way, Stolbova ignored Eg. sk „Lanze” (MK, Wb IV 315, 
6–7). Stolbova’s Ch. *čVr- „1. to be clever, 2. surpasser (sic: -er)” (p. 85, 
#110) is hardly cognate with Sem.: Akk. šūrû (misquoted by her as šurû) „to 
teach, instruct” [CAD š2 370]. She forgot to quote the comment in CAD (l.c.): 
„the form is most likely caus. of a verb *wrw/y, attested in Hebrew as hōrā 
’to teach, ,instruct,’ as suggested by R.F.G. Sweet”.21 Why? Ch. *fVr- „to fall” 
(p. 111, #174) has hardly anything to do with Ar. √fr— „descendre d’une hauteur” 

20 For Eg.-Sem. cf. Ember 1916, 74; ESS §14.a.15 (contra GÄSW 176, #713); Militarev 1987, 
105; Blažek 1989, 205.

21 In AHW 1285, in turn, it seems to be included in Akk. šurrû (D stem of *√ŝr—) „1. anfangen, 
beginnen, 2. einweihen”.
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[BK], whose basic sense is: „monter sur une hauteur” [BK]. Ch. *gVw/y- „to 
speak” (p. 114, #180) is combined with Eg. dwj, which, however, denotes 
„rufen” (Wb) and not „to say”! Ch. *γVy/–- „compound, house” (p. 145-146, 
#257) can have nothing in common with Eg. ḫw.t „1. der Palast des Königs, 2. 
Heiligtum” (MK, Wb III 247, 1–2), which originates from Eg. √ḫwj „schützen, 
behüten, heilig” (PT-, WB III 244–245). No link between Ch.  *γVf- „to be 
very ill, weak” (p. 148, #264) and Ar. √ḫf— I „1. être saisi de vertige”, whose 
basic sense can be better grasped from the glosses (not quoted in this Chadic 
Etymological Dictionary) like I „2. porter à qqn. un coup de sabre”, IV „abattre” 
[BK I 602–603]. No comparison of CCh. *γVlVm- „boat” (p. 149, #267) with 
Eg. ḫmn.tj „Art Schiff” (OK-, Wb III 283, 5) can be made as the latter term 
evidently derives from the Eg. numeral ḫmn „8”. It is impossible to understand 
the equation of CCh. *γVm- „enemy” (p. 149, #269.a) with some alleged Eg. 
jḫm „Bezeichnung der Feinde” (XVIII.), quoted by the author from Wb I 50 
(sic), since on that page of the Berlin Wb, only words like jwjw and jw— are 
listed, whereas on p. 125, Stolbova’s ghost-word is not listed among under jḫm.22 
Any connection between Ch. *ḫwVy-/*nḫVy- „kind of corn (millet)” (p. 165, 
#310.b) vs. Eg. —nḫ.t „Getreide: Gerste (?)” (MK, Wb I 205, 10) is excluded, 
since the latter is merely a development from Eg. √—nḫ „to live”.23Ch. *ḳVl- 
„(newborn) child, animal” (p. 229–230, #502) and its AA kindred have nothing 
to do with Late Eg. qnj (misquoted as ḳly, sic: -l-!) „Kind auf den Schenkeln 
seiner Mutter” (XXII., Wb), which is in fact nothing but a metaphoric use of 
qnj „Schoß” (MK-, Wb IV 50-51), which, besides, actually never had *-l-.24 
Stolbova’s comment on of the comparanda to Ch. *nVdVw/H- „to fall, throw, 
sit down” (p. 262–263, #589) is revealing: „Strangely enough, in [EDE I 318] 
Eg. ndy ’niederwerfen’ is considered cognate … also with Arab nadān- (sic!) … 
The latter is a derived noun (cf. Sem. *ndn ’to give’)”, which is a fatal mistake 
of Stolbova, who misunderstood the Ar. form. Sem. *√ndn did not leave a reflex 
in Arabic, where the root in question was in fact √ndy. She evidently did not 
bother to check the word in the lexicons in the original Arabic script: √ndy > 
nadān (not nadān-!) „8. générosité, 10. tout ce qui arrive à qqn. de la part de 
qqn.” [BK II 1230] = „bounty, liberality, a gift” [Lane 3030].25 

Under the rather rough surface there hides a precious material, there is no 
doubt. But editing the highly exciting immense material would have deserved 

22 She may have presumably distorted Eg. ḫmj.w „Bez. für böse Wesen (GR: als Feinde der 
Tempel)” (BD-, Wb III 281, 6–7), which is nothing but a prticiple of √ḫmj „1. Häuser umstürzen, 
2. jem. angreifen (Feinde, die Bösen), 3. jem. treffen (Ünglück, Böses)” (PT-, Wb III 281).

23 For this semantic shift cf., e.g., Hungarian élet „life” → „grain” (first attested from 1584, 
cf. MNyTESz I 736).

24 Cf. Cpt. (SF) koun= „Schoß” (Vergote 1973 Ib, 47, §39; NBÄ 366).
25 By the way, Stolbova’s only reference for the Eg.-Sem. equation is „Djak 1967” (sic, no p. no.) 

although there were, in fact, many others before him since A. Ember (listed in EDE l.c.).
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much more care and all this perhaps should not have been published in this 
hasty manner. More serious editorial work should have been invested in order 
to make the text consumable for a wider audience not familiar with this field 
narrower as well as Russian and to improve the little credibility of the quoted 
data, which should have been treated carefully and re-checked attentively. This 
volume doubtlessly signifies a progress in terms of quantity, but hardly in quality 
as compared with the author’s preceding works. Whether we really have here a 
coherent synthesis is a question that may only be answered in a more detailed 
review article after thorough checking back of all the individual etymological 
entries and their dubious details. 

But all this does not diminish my admiration of Olga Stolbova as an 
outstanding researcher in our neglected and endangered domain.26 She is 
a scholarly personality of great controversies. On the one hand, she has always 
surprised me by her quick publication of hastily composed works containing 
sometimes awkwadly grave errors, quite a lot of misunderstood and misquoted 
forms in the foreign languages, which are rather risky to be used for unexperienced 
readers. As a source, her unchecked materials are for me sometimes unreliable and 
are to be handled with the greatest of caution. A serious researcher is supposed 
to work more thoroughly and precisely. Reading Stolbova requires certain extra 
capacities, patience and tolerance. But it is worth, on the other hand. I have 
to suppose behind these etymologies a tremendous amount of diligent work. 
Paradoxically, it is just those few insiders of AA etymology who can really 
appreciate her ideas. She is undoubtedly the most original and most productive 
one of the very few masterminds of recent Chadic phonological and lexical 
reconstruction, a highly diligent and capable worker with ingenious insights into 
the Lautgeschichte, for which her old master, the great comparativist, Aharon 
Dolgopolsky (1930–2012) should also be praised. 
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Verlag, p. 6). 
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